SUSTAINABILITY
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800,000 HECTARES
LOST EVERY YEAR*
If we continue to lose mangroves at
this rate, they may disappear within
the next century. This loss, removes
an important buffer from extreme
weather for coastal communities
and releases immense amounts of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
*Estimating Global “Blue Carbon” Emissions
from Conversion and Degradation of Vegetated
Coastal Ecosystems
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OUR RESPONSIBILTY
We are responsible for:

SUSTAINABILITY

How we treat our people; having a
positive impact on the communities
around us; the care we take with
our planet; the way we do business.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

At Softcat we believe we can be
a successful business and do good
to protect our people and the planet
for future generations to come.
We are motivated to drive change
within our own organisation whilst
working with our partners, our
supply chain, and supporting
our customer on their socially
responsible journey through
the technology we provide.

LOVE 2 VOLUNTEER

PEOPLE

PLANET

CHARITY
COMMUNITIES & NETWORKS

PERFORMANCE
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COMBINED COMMITMENT
At the heart of the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable
Development, adopted by
all United Nations Member
States, are 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, of which
Softcat is a signatory.
We are proud to be the first
FTSE 250 company to be
awarded 5 star status.

Softcat has committed to the Goals, with a focus
on six on where we can have a direct impact:
5. GENDER EQUALITY
		Achieve gender equality and empower
		 all women to achieve their goals.
8. 	 DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable 		
economic growth, full and productive 					
employment and decent work for all.
 EDUCED INEQUALITIES
10. R
Reduce inequality within and among countries.
12. R ESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION
Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns.
13. C LIMATE ACTION
Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts.
17. P
 ARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
Strengthen the means of implementation
and revitalise the global partnership for
sustainable development.
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S

OUR FRAMEWORK
FOR SUSTAINABILITY

3

SOFTCAT

SUPPLY CHAIN

SOLUTIONS

Making Sustainability a core element
to its business and embedding it in
Softcat’s future. Softcat will support
all of its priority goals and continue to
drive and develop a more efficient
and reduced carbon industry.

Softcat will work with its partners,
suppliers and vendors to ensure they
are working to Softcat values and
doing what they can do to enable,
deliver and support a sustainable
supply chain.

Softcat will review all services
and solutions that are offered to
its customers (new and existing).
Softcat will enable its employees to
create and deliver sustainable products
to assist its customers on their own
sustainability journey.
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SOFTCAT WILL BECOME
CARBON ‘NET ZERO’
TEN YEARS AHEAD OF
GOVERNMENT TARGETS.
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CARBON TARGETS

2024

2040

STAGE ONE
CARBON OFFSET

STAGE TWO
RENEWABLE ENERGY

STAGE THREE
NET ZERO SUPPLY CHAIN

Softcat will become ‘Carbon Net Zero’
offsetting any carbon usage with an
agreed form of carbon offset.

Softcat will migrate to using ‘renewable
energy’ across all of its office locations
reducing its overall GHG emissions.

Softcat is targeting to have a carbon
‘Net Zero’ supply chain by 2040, where all of its
suppliers and partners will be ‘Carbon Net Zero’.
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ONGOING EFFORTS
AND FIGURES
Activity
Reduction in printing across all offices using printing software solutions
Reduce energy consumption through new efficient lighting and technology
throughtout all offices
Electric vehicle chargers at Marlow HQ for use for staff, visitors & pool cars
Two beehives installed on the roof of Marlow HQ office
Zero plastic cups across all office locations
Upgrading of pool car fleet to electric battery vehicles
Secure WEEE/Recycling of internal IT once no longer required
Reduction in business travel (Client & Supplier Meetings)
Reduction in the amount of commuting done by Softcat staff
Renewable energy across all Softcat office locations
ISO 14001 Environmental Management | ISO 50001 Energy Management
Science based targets pledging to 1.5 degrees
Softcat ‘Sustainability/Responsibility Framework’
Supply Chain Review including all vendors, suppliers and partners

Progress
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SOFTCAT SCOPE 1 & 2 GHG EMISSIONS BY FINANCIAL YEAR | FY16-20
Per Annum

3 Year Summary + Rolling Averages*

											 2016				2017				2018				2019				2020				2016-18		2017-19		2018-19
Scope One							173					176					194					215					68					181					195					159

SOFTCAT SCOPE 1 & 2 GHG EMMISIONS | FY16-20
1000

Scope Two							751					513					337					289					258				534					380				295		

800

tCO 2e/£m							1.05				0.83				0.49				0.51				0.3					0.79				0.61				0.43

600

tCO

2e/employees				1.37				0.67				0.46				0.39				0.22				0.83				0.51				0.36

No. of Employees				927					1,046				1,188				1,330				1,534
Revenue (£000)					£672.40		£832.50		£1,081.70 £1,414.10		£1,646.20
*Due to COVID-19 pandemic Softcat will use a 3 year rolling average to measure performance and improvements

tCO2e

Total CO2 (Ton)					924					689				531					504				326					715					575					454
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MAKING AN IMPACT
FY 16-20:
Over 5 years of
continuous business
growth and ongoing
CO2 reduction

TOTAL REVENUE

NO. EMPLOYEES

CO EMISSIONS
2

162% 49% 37%
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PARTNERSHIPS
Softcat has become members of Support the Goals, an
initiative to rate and recognise the businesses that support
the UN Global Goals. They key aims of the initiative are
to: Raise awareness of the Global Goals in the business
community, promote a structured approach to planning,
target setting, and reporting in respect of the goals.

Softcat is a signatory of the UN SDGs. The Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) or Global Goals are a
collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed to
be a ‘blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable
future for all’.

Softcat has signed up to the Microsoft Pledge which covers
the commitment to a number of different elements around
sustainability and responsibility.

The CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure Project) is an
international non-profit organisation based in the UK,
Germany and the USA which helps companies and cities
disclose their environmental impact. Softcat has begun
their journey to disclose their carbon data.

Softcat is a member of the EcoVadis platform and currently
hold Silver status. EcoVadis is a collaborative platform which
allows companies to assess their environmental and social
performance as well as those of their suppliers. EcoVadis
combines technology and Corporate Social Responsibility
expertise to deliver simple and reliable supplier scorecards.

ISO 14001 is an internationally agreed standard that sets
out the requirements for an environmental management
system. It helps organisations improve their environmental
performance through more efficient use of resources and
reduction of waste.

ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems is a standard
which specifies the requirements for establishing,
implementing, maintaining and improving an energy
management system.

Softcat has now committed to 1.5 degrees and will be
working to science based targets moving forward.

TechUK brings together people, companies and organisations
to realise the positive outcomes that digital technology can
achieve.
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WHAT’S IN THE PIPELINE
SUPPLY
CHAIN

SOFTCAT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Join United Nations Global Compact
Science Based Targets plan
Carbon offsetting
Green team relaunch & comms
Emissions reporting tools
Technology refresh
Regular reporting (ESG, CPD, ECOVDIS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partner & supplier workshops
Supply chain platform
Reduced carbon logistics options
Packaging regulation compliance
Single-use plastics
Ongoing systems integration
Sustainability awards

SOLUTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

Customer supply chain/ emissions platform
Emission reduction and calculators
Reduced carbon logistics options
Sustainability scoring (services)
Carbon net zero services
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TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SOFTCAT’S CURRENT AND
FUTURE COMMITMENT TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY,
EMAIL SUSTAINABILITY@SOFTCAT.COM

